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Non-perturbative QCD thermodynamics: from the 
transition region to the weakly coupled regime

Christian Schmidt
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• Properties of the fireball at √SPbPb = 39 GeV from 
non-perturbative equilibrium thermodynamics
• what initial state variables at equlibration time do 

we expect?
• thermal EoS, is the charm thermalized?

• Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

• quantum numbers of charm DoF

• strongly and weakly interacting charm quark

• Spatial Correlations functions of charmonia

• when does charmonium melt?
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RPb ' 7.1 fm dET /d⌘|⌘=0 ' 5.8 TeV
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Initial state variablesBjorken formula:
Estimating the energy density of the dense
(thermalized) matter created in an A-A collision

R ! 1.2 A1/3fm: transverse radius
!0: equilibration time =̂ time after collision

at which ”equilibrium” is reached
dET /dy ! "ET #dN/dy: transverse energy

per unit rapidity

RAu ! 7 fm;
!0 ! 1 fm
"ET # ! 1 GeV
dN/dy ! 1000

$

"Bj ! 7 GeV/fm3

maybe: !0 ! 0.5 fm

$

"Bj ! 14 GeV/fm3

Yale, February 2006, F. Karsch – p.6/40

Estimating initial energy density (and temperature) by 
Bjorken’s formula:

transverse radius: equilibration time

?

transverse energy per 
unit rapidity:

A.Dainese, FCC Kickoff Meeting, 
12-15 Feb 2014



T0 ⇠ (600 � 1000) MeV✏0 ⇠ (300 � 2000) GeV/fm3
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Initial state variables

QGP studies at the FCC: energy density!
!  Energy density with Bjorken formula 

FCC Kick-off, Geneva, 14.02.14                                   Andrea Dainese! 22!

ε(τ ) = E
V (τ )

=
1

cτ πRA
2
dET

dη

!  x2.2 larger for the same 
time 
" E.g. 35 GeV/fm3 at 1 fm/c 

!  Initial time (QGP formation time)? 
" Usually ~0.1 fm/c for LHC 
" Could be smaller at FCC 

!  Significantly larger initial 
energy density? 

FCC? 

LHC 

QGP studies at the FCC: temperature!
!  Temperature from S-B equation 

FCC Kick-off, Geneva, 14.02.14                                   Andrea Dainese! 23!

T (τ ) = ε(τ ) 30
π 2nd.o. f .

4

!  20% larger for the same 
time 
" E.g. 360 MeV at 1 fm/c 

!  Initial time (QGP formation time)? 
" Usually ~0.1 fm/c for LHC 
" Could be smaller at FCC 

!  Significantly larger initial 
temperature? Could reach 
close to 1 GeV? 

FCC? 

LHC 

A.Dainese, FCC Kickoff Meeting, 12-15 Feb 2014

assuming a free 
quantum gas:

we obtain for the initial
energy density:

47.5 for
(2+1)-flavor,

58 for 
(2+1+1)- flavor
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The effect of charm on the EoS

Calculating the EoS on the lattice:

Temperature is set by the temporal extent of the lattice:                        

The anomalous part of the energy-momentum tensor 
can thus be conveniently defined through the full 
derivative w.r.t. the lattice spacing a: 

The gauge part:                        ) R� [hSGi⌧ � hSGi0]N4
⌧

The fermion part:                        )

charm quark contribution                       
                        

Pressure is obtained by integrating the trace anomaly)
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The effect of charm on the EoS

Status of the 2+1 flavor EoS:

•WB-Collaboration has published continuum extrapolated results
S. Borsanyi et al., JHEP 1011 (2010) 077; 
S. Borsanyi et al., Phys.Lett. B730 (2014) 99.

•HotQCD-Collaboration will present final results on QM’14 
see talk by A.Bazavov at QM’14

) continuum extrapolated HotQCD result will be (to a large extent) 
in agreement with the WB result.

) baseline for the charm effects
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The effect of charm on the EoS

Estimating the charm effects on the thermal EoS:

•baseline here: (2+1)-flavor of p4-fermions on Nt=8 lattices

•charm effect estimated by a free thermal charm gas (with constant mass)

) similar effect as seen by WB (lattice) and Laine, Schröder (pQCD):
10% in the pressure at 600 MeV.
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•estimating the number of      -pairs in the plasma: treating the charm gas in 
Boltzmann approximation we have                        

cc̄
pV = NT

T ⇡ 600MeV

Ncc̄ ⇡ 2232⌧0fm
�1
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Is the (2+1+1)-flavor thermal EoS relevant?
or how thermal is the charm?

The effect of charm on the EoS

µ = 0 Ncc̄ = Nc•at             we have 
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Figure 1: The pressure in a charm quark gas.

Let’s do the estimate at T = 600 MeV. From Fig. 1 it seems reasonable to11

use P/T 4 ' 0.5 at temperatures of 600 MeV. One then gets12

Ncc̄ = 150 · 0.5 · 33⌧0 = 2025⌧0 (5)

Suppose the initial temperature of 600 MeV is obtained at an initial time of13

⌧0 = 0.1 fm. In a thermal QGP one then would expect to find about 200 cc̄14

pairs – at a time of ⌧0 = 1 fm this number should be 2000. Fig. 21 in the15

Greiner et al. paper seems to say that a temperature of (600-800) MeV is16

obtained at the time of ⌧0 = 1 fm. During these first 1 fm of the evolution they17

obtain about 11 (maybe 60) thermally produced cc̄ pairs. The above equation18

suggests that at this time 2000 thermal charm pairs should be around, if the19

system is an equilibrated thermal plasma with the ”correct” thermal charm20

component. The directly produced charm pairs are also about 60.21

This is my starting point for saying that at the LHC in the early time22

of the evolution thermal charm is negligible and does not contribute to bulk23

thermodynamics. I.e. the (60-100) charm pairs generate only (3-5)% of the24

pressure compared to what a fully thermal charm component would generate.25

The question is how to translate this to the FCC conditions. Greiner et26

al. say that the direct production increases logarithmically with energy and27

2

•insert some numbers:                      

p/T 4 ⇡ 0.5

V = ⇡R2
Pb⌧0 ⇡ 158 fm2⌧0

)
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Is the (2+1+1)-flavor thermal EoS relevant?
or how thermal is the charm?

The effect of charm on the EoS

•even optimistic estimates from transport 
models may predict only 10% of this number 
for FCC conditions ?                     

J. Uphoff et al., PRC 82 (2010) 044906
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Figure 20. (Color online) Number of charm pairs in a central Pb+Pb collision at LHC simulated

with BAMPS with PYTHIA, CGC, and mini-jet initial conditions for gluons.

IC Mc K dNcc̄

dy Ncc̄

PYTHIA 1.5 1 7.8 74

Mini-jets 1.5 1 14.7 118

CGC 1.5 1 10.6 88

PYTHIA 1.5 2 9.0 85

PYTHIA 1.3 1 8.7 83

Table VII. As in Table V, but for central Pb+Pb collisions at LHC.

nearly all charm quarks are produced in initial hard parton scatterings, at LHC a sizable

fraction is created in the QGP. For initial gluon distributions from the CGC or the mini-jet

model this fraction is even higher. In the latter framework the charm yield in the QGP is

actually comparable to the initial yield (47% of the total charm comes from the QGP). The

introduction of a K factor of 2 or the lowering of the charm mass to Mc = 1.3GeV increases

these values again by a factor of 2.

Table VII summarizes our results and Table VIII compares them to other models. As

for RHIC (cf. previous section), most of these predictions from other models are only

37

BAMPS 
LHC                 

) 10% of     -pairs produce only 10% of 
the charm pressure

cc̄

) charm effect on the EoS reduces to 1% ?
LHC                 FCC                

direct                
thermal                

5.5TeV                 39TeV                 
log growth                 
exp growth                 11                 

60                

120 ? 
120 ?               



Tc = 154(9) MeV
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Influence of chiral crossover on (charm) deconfinement?

4

Influence of chiral crossover on deconfinement ?Influence of chiral crossover on deconfinement ?

strange quark too heavy to be 
influenced by the chiral nature 
of the crossover ?

up & down, quarks deconfine around
the chiral crossover 

strange quark deconfines above the
chiral crossover ?

imprint of the chiral nature of the
crossover

liberation of quark DoF,  
rise in quark number fluctuations 

Nc

0→Nc ⇒

charm quarks remain confined
well above the chiral crossover ?

chiral symmetry plays no role in
charm quark deconfinement ?

HotQCD: Phys. Rev. D85, 054503 (2012)

Tc=154(9) MeVchiral crossover: 4

Influence of chiral crossover on deconfinement ?Influence of chiral crossover on deconfinement ?

strange quark too heavy to be 
influenced by the chiral nature 
of the crossover ?

up & down, quarks deconfine around
the chiral crossover 

strange quark deconfines above the
chiral crossover ?

imprint of the chiral nature of the
crossover

liberation of quark DoF,  
rise in quark number fluctuations 

Nc

0→Nc ⇒

charm quarks remain confined
well above the chiral crossover ?

chiral symmetry plays no role in
charm quark deconfinement ?

HotQCD: Phys. Rev. D85, 054503 (2012)

Tc=154(9) MeVchiral crossover: 

•liberation of quark DoF is indicated by 
rising quark number fluctuations 

•up & down quarks are liberated at the 
chiral crossover: imprint of the “chiral 
nature” of the crossover 

Are charm (and strange) hadrons to 
heavy to be influenced by the “chiral nature” 
of the crossover?

Do they survive in the plasma for             ?

Does chiral symmetry plays no role in 
charm deconfinement?

T > Tc

) need to find proper observables!

•chiral crossover: 
HotQCD, PRD 85 (2012) 054503
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Calculate correlations of charm with other charges ...

•use (2+1)-flavor dynamical HISQ configurations

) treat charm quark in quenched approximation

... and construct observables from combinations of these cumulants such that 
they are only sensitive to the quantum numbers associated with the DoF and 
not to their masses.

) extend analysis of sDoF from BNL-Bi, PRL 111 (2013) 082301.
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Remember: no open strange hadrons above     !Tc

(conclusion from BNL-Bi, PRL 111 (2013) 082301)
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Figure 2: The di!erence between the correlations of net strangeness fluctuations
with di!erent powers of net baryon number fluctuations (left). The right hand
figure shows the di!erence of quadratic and quartic baryon number fluctuations.
The particular di!erences shown should vanish in the low temperature phase, if this
can be described by a superposition of uncorrelated hadrons, which only have baryon
number B = 0 or ±1. This is the case in the hadron resonance gas model. Lines at
high temperature show the ideal gas value (free) and the O(g4) perturbative result
using one-loop hard thermal loop resummation (HTL).

The observables v1 and v2 are combinations of several strangeness cumulants
and correlations with net baryon number. They vanish for an uncorrelated gas of
hadrons as it is described my the HRG model. They are thus a good indicators for
the validity of the HRG model at low temperature. Both observables vanish in a
HRG and approach the same large, non-zero ideal gas value in the high temperature
limit, i.e., "BS

free = 1/3 ! 2/9!2. In fact, they also have identical perturbative
corrections at O(g2).

The observables v1 and v2 carry information about the strange hadron sector
that is similar to the di!erence of quadratic and quartic cumulants of net baryon
number fluctuations,

"B = "B
2 ! "B

4 . (12)

This di!erence also vanishes in a HRG and, in fact, has the same high temperature
behavior as v1.

In Fig. 2(left) we show v1 and v2 and compare this with "B which is shown in the
right hand part of this figure. It is evident from these two figures that in the light
quark as well as strange quark sector deviations from the HRG model set in abruptly
in the crossover region around the pseudo-critical temperature Tpc = 154(9) MeV
[24]. Details of the temperature dependence in the high temperature phase di!er
for the correlations of baryon number with light and strange quark numbers, re-
spectively. However, clearly strange baryons and non strange baryons experience
similarly strong modifications right at the crossover transition temperature. This

5

must vanish as long as 
sDoF are hardronic* 

*(The prove requires the inversion of the linear mapping between the space of cumulants up to 4th order 
and the partial pressures of the different strangeness sectors. v1 and v2 span the kernel of this mapping.)



pC(T, ~µ)

T 4
= MC(T, ~µ) +

3X

i=1

BC,i(T, ~µ)

� = mC=2 � mC=1 ' 1.2 GeV
|C| = 2

exp(��/T ) ' 10

�3
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Melting of open charm:

•important simplification due to the heavy charm quark mass: 

•as for strangeness, the hadronic pressure receives contributions from 4 charm 
sectors:

�BC
mn = BC,1 + 2nBC,2 + 3nBC,3 ' BC,1

�C
n = MC + BC,1 + 2nBC,2 + 3nBC,3 ' MC + BC,1

n,m > 0 nwhere                  and     or               even.n + m

) partial pressures of open charm mesons and open charm baryons 
are easily accessible through fluctuation observables

(                                                           , relative suppression 
of               hadrons:                                     )



6= 1
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Melting of open charm:

•consider observables that are unity in the hadronic phase:

5. Melting of open charm hadrons284

In order to determine the validity range of an uncorrelated hadron reso-285

nance gas model description of the open charm sector of QCD, without using286

details of the open charm hadron spectrum, we analyze ratios of cumulants287

of correlations between net charm fluctuations and net-baryon number fluc-288

tuations (BC-correlations) as well as cumulants of net charm fluctuations289

(!C
n ).290
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Figure 2: The left hand figure shows two ratios of fourth order baryon-charm(BC) cor-
relations. In an uncorrelated hadron gas both ratios receive contributions only from
charmed baryons. Similarly, for the right hand figure the ratio !C

4 /!
C
2 is dominated

by and (!C
2 ! !BC

22 )/(!C
4 ! !BC

13 ) only receive contributions from open charm mesons.
The horizontal lines on the right hand side of both figures show the infinite temperature
non-interacting charm quark gas limits for the respective quantities. The shaded region
indicates the chiral crossover temperature, Tc = (154 ± 9) MeV, determined from the
maximum of the chiral susceptibility [3]. Calculations have been performed on lattices of
size 323 · 8 (filled symbols) and 243 · 6 (open symbols).

As motivated in the earlier section, a consequence of the dominance of291

the |C| = 1 charmed baryon sector in thermodynamic considerations is that,292

to a good approximation,293

!BC
nm " !BC

11 , n +m > 2 and even . (8)

The ratio of any two of these susceptibilities, i.e. !BC
nm/!BC

kl thus will be294

unity in a hadron resonance gas irrespective of the details of the baryon295

resonance spectrum and its composition. In Fig. 2 (left) we show the ratio296

!BC
13 /!BC

22 . It clearly suggests that above the crossover region, an uncorrelated297

gas of charmed baryons does no longer provide an appropriate description of298

11

probing open charm baryons probing open charm mesons

)

•deviations from unity become large for                           
(as long as high-T limit is        )

T & 160 MeV

melting temperature of open charm hadrons is 
consistent with chiral crossover!



a comparison of lattice data with a HRG based on the PDG table, as 
has been done for strange and light hadrons, might be misleading 
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Open charm abundance:
•consider now observables that are sensitive to the details of the hadronic mass 
spectrum (all observables that are not constant in the hadronic phase)

•many charmed hadron states, predicted by 
lattice QCD: 

or quark models:

 are not yet established experimentally and are thus missing in the PDG booklet. 

✦G. Moir, M. Peardon, S. M. Ryan, C. E. Thomas 
and L. Liu, JHEP 1305 (2013) 021.

✦M. Padmanath, R. G. Edwards, N. Mathur and 
M. Peardon, arXiv:1311.4806 [hep-lat].

✦S. Capstick and N. Isgur, PRD 34 (1986) 2809
✦D. Ebert, R. N. Faustov and V. O. Galkin, EPJ C 66 (2010) 197 
✦D. Ebert, R. N. Faustov and V. O. Galkin, PRD 84 (2011) 014025

)

) consider in addition to the PDG-HRG also a QM-HRG to explore the 
thermodynamical importance of unknown open charm resonances
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Open charm abundance:

of the thermodynamics in the vicinity of the QCD crossover transition, a138

Boltzmann approximation is appropriate for all charmed hadrons,139

MC(T, !µ)=
1

2"2

!

i!C"mesons

gi
"mi

T

#2
K2(mi/T ) cosh (Qiµ̂Q + Siµ̂S + Ciµ̂C) , (1)

BC(T, !µ)=
1

2"2

!

i!C"baryons

gi
"mi

T

#2
K2(mi/T ) cosh (Biµ̂B +Qiµ̂Q + Siµ̂S + Ciµ̂C) .

Here, !µ = (µB, µQ, µS, µC), µ̂ ! µ/T and gi are the degeneracy factors for140

the di!erent states with electric charge Qi, strangeness Si and charm Ci.141
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Figure 1: Partial pressure of open charm mesons (Mc, bottom), baryons (Bc, middle) and
the ratio BC/MC (top) in a gas of uncorrelated hadrons, using all open charm resonances
listed in the particle data table (PDG-HRG, dashed lines) [14] and using additional charm
resonances calculated in a relativistic quark model (QM-HRG, solid lines) [17, 18]. Also
shown are results from HRG model calculations where the open charm resonance spectrum
is cut o! at mass 3 GeV (QM-HRG-3) and 3.5 GeV (QM-HRG-3.5). At temperatures
below 160 MeV the latter coincides with the complete QM-HRG model results to better
than 1 %.

Results from calculations of open charm meson and baryon pressures us-142

ing di!erent HRG models are shown in Fig. 1. The influence of additional143

states predicted by the quark model is clearly visible already in the QCD144

crossover transition region. At Tc, di!erences between PDG-HRG (dashed145

5

•partial pressure of open charm hadrons in 
Boltzmann approximation at ~µ = 0

•comparing PDG-HRG with QM-HRG

•apply different mass cut-offs to the 
QM-HRG, e.g. 3.5 GeV and 3 GeV

) influence of additional open charm hadron states are clearly seen
) the open charm meson sector is experimentally well established, the the 

open baryons are much less known 
) half of the enhanced contributions comes from additional charmed baryons 

that are lighter than the heaviest PDG state



BC
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Open charm abundance:

Nτ: 8     6
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Figure 4: Thermodynamic contributions of all charmed baryons, RBC
13 (top), all charged

charmed baryons, RQC
13 (middle) and all strange charmed baryons, RSC

13 (bottom) relative
to that of all charmed mesons (see Eq. (10)). The dashed lines (PDG-HRG) are predictions
for an uncorrelated hadron gas using only the PDG states. The solid lines (QM-HRG) are
similar HRG predictions including also the states predicted by the quark model of Ref.
[18, 17]. The dotted lines (QM-HRG-3) are the same QM predictions, but only including
states having masses < 3 GeV. The shaded region shows the QCD crossover region as in
Fig. 2. The horizontal lines on the right hand side show the infinite temperature non-
interacting charm quark gas limits for the respective quantities. The lattice QCD data
have been obtained on lattices of size 323 · 8 (filled symbols) and 243 · 6 (open symbols).
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•consider ratios that receive contributions 
from different charmed baryon sectors in the 
numerator and from charmed mesons in the 
denominator: 

C-baryons
C-mesons

weight. sum of Q=1 und Q=2 C-baryons
electrically charged C-mesons

strange C-mesons

weight. sum of S=1 und S=2 C-baryons

clear evidence from first-principles for a 
substantial contribution of experimentally 
so far unobserved charmed baryons to 
the QCD pressure in the hadronic phase 

)



Tc . T . 2Tc

T & 2Tc
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

charm DoF at high T:

18

Deconfined cDoFDeconfined cDoF

B–C corrln

Q–C corrln

S–C corrln

strongly interacting cDoF
for 1.1Tc≾T≾2TC

weakly interacting charm
quasi-quarks for T≳2TC

deconfined cDoF looks very similar to deconfined sDoF

18

Deconfined cDoFDeconfined cDoF

B–C corrln

Q–C corrln

S–C corrln

strongly interacting cDoF
for 1.1Tc≾T≾2TC

weakly interacting charm
quasi-quarks for T≳2TC

deconfined cDoF looks very similar to deconfined sDoF 18

Deconfined cDoFDeconfined cDoF

B–C corrln

Q–C corrln

S–C corrln

strongly interacting cDoF
for 1.1Tc≾T≾2TC

weakly interacting charm
quasi-quarks for T≳2TC

deconfined cDoF looks very similar to deconfined sDoF

•strongly interacting cDoF for 

•weakly interacting charm quasi-quarks for 

) charm deconfinement looks very similar
to strangeness deconfinement

S.Mukherjee, NFQCD’13
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in the deconfined phase 
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χmn

f1 f2 / χm+n

f 2

normalization by         partly
neutralizes the flavor mass
dependence 

χm+n

f2

strong correlations among various 
flavors are almost flavor blind 
for T≳1.1Tc

weak correlations among various 
flavors for  T≳2Tc

dominated by gluonic interactions
in the deconfined phase 

�f1,f2
m,n /�f2

m+n

f 2 {u, d, s, c}

Tc . T . 2Tc
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Flavor correlations at high T:

•consider ratios of cumulants of flavor 
fluctuations

) mass dependence almost canceled by 
normalization, strong interactions 
among flavors are almost flavor blind 
for                          , i.e. dominated 
by gluons
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Comparison to pQCD:
•for a meaningful comparison of fluctuations to pQCD we need to perform the 
continuum extrapolation, so far only done for second order light quark and 
strangeness fluctuations 

6
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FIG. 4: The N! dependence of !l
2 obtained with HISQ and p4 actions for T = 400 MeV (left), 500 MeV (middle) and 700

MeV (right, HISQ only). The lines correspond to the fit of N! dependence based on Eq. (4) and 1/N2
! form for HISQ and p4

action respectively. The triangles correspond to the continuum value obtained using the HISQ action. The N! = 16 data have
not been included in the fit.
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FIG. 5: Fourth order quark number susceptibilities calcu-
lated with the p4 action and normalized by the corresponding
Stefan-Boltzmann value. The horizontal lines correspond to
the free field value of !q

4/!
SB
4 in the massless limit. The free

field result for N! = 4 has been shifted upwards by 0.44 for
better visibility. The open symbols correspond to the strange
quark, while the filled symbols correspond to the light quarks.
Note that !SB

4 = 6/"2.

ities is expected to be small for T > 400 MeV and our
numerical data clearly show this. In fact, with the excep-
tion of the N! = 8 data point at the lowest temperature,
the di!erence between the light and strange fourth or-
der quark number susceptibilities is of the same order or
smaller than the statistical errors. For !q

4 the deviations
from the ideal gas value seem to be significantly larger
than for !q

2 at temperatures 350 MeV < T < 500 MeV,
and increase with increasing N! .

Given the large statistical errors of the N! = 12 lattice
data, it is at present di"cult to perform a reliable contin-
uum extrapolation for !s

4. However, the N! dependence
of !s

4 for 350 MeV < T < 500 MeV is compatible with
the 1/N2

! behavior of the cuto! e!ects, and such an ex-

trapolation would result in the value of !s
4/!

q,SB
4 around

0.77; i.e., the deviations from the massless ideal gas limit
for !4 could be almost 4 times larger than for the sec-
ond order quark number susceptibilities. Looking at the
data shown in Fig. 5, it is possible that the ordering of
N! = 8 and N! = 12 data will change for T > 550 MeV,
becoming qualitatively compatible with the free theory
expectations. Therefore, it would be very important to
extend the lattice calculations of fourth order suscepti-
bility to higher temperatures.

V. COMPARISON OF THE LATTICE AND THE
WEAK COUPLING RESULTS

Let us finally compare our lattice findings with results
from weak coupling calculations. As already discussed in
Sec. I weak coupling results have existed for the second
order quark number susceptibility for some time. Re-
cently, resummed perturbative calculations for the fourth
order quark number fluctuations also became available
[28–31]. In these studies, also the second order quark
number susceptibilities have been considered.
In Fig. 6, we show the comparison of our continuum

extrapolated data for !l
2 with the perturbative calcula-

tions in the dimensionally reduced e!ective field theory
[29] 1. The scale in the dimensionally reduced calcula-
tions was fixed using the criteria of the fastest apparent
convergence for the gauge coupling of the dimensionally
reduced e!ective theory [47] and was varied around this
optimal value by a factor of 2. The width of the band
shown in Fig. 6 correspond to this variation of the scale

1 We compare here with the updated version of the 3d resummed
perturbative calculation shown in Ref. [29]. We thank S. Mogli-
acci and A. Vuorinen for bringing to our a problem with an earlier
version of the perturbative calculation for !l

2
and sending us the

corrected version of it prior to publication.
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FIG. 3: Second order light (filled symbols) and strange (open
symbols) quark number susceptibilities as functions of the
temperature in the continuum limit. Note that !SB

2 = 1.

implies that the dominant cuto! e!ects come from higher
orders in the weak coupling expansion and scale like
1/N2

! . Therefore, we performed the continuum extrap-
olation using the simple constant plus 1/N2

! form. We
also tried to add an 1/N4

! term in the fit when doing the
continuum extrapolations. It turns out that the inclu-
sion of such a term did not change the result within the
errors. Moreover, the coe"cient of the 1/N4

! term was
4-10 times smaller than in the free theory. This confirms
our assumption that the dominant cuto! e!ects in the
case of the p4 action go like 1/N2

! .
The continuum extrapolated quark number suscepti-

bilities are shown in Fig. 3 for both p4 and HISQ ac-
tions. Overall, the p4 results and HISQ results agree
quite well. Note that the agreement between the p4 re-
sults and HISQ results is particularly good for T > 400
MeV. This is remarkable in view of the di!erent nature of
the cuto! e!ects for the HISQ and p4 actions. To better
illustrate this point, in Fig. 4 we show the N! depen-
dence of !l

2 for the p4 and HISQ action together with
the continuum extrapolations based on the 1/N2

! form
and Eq. (4), respectively, for two temperatures T = 400
MeV and T = 500 MeV. In the figure we also show the
N! dependence of the HISQ results for T = 700 MeV
together with the fit based on Eq. (4). Note that the
N! = 16 HISQ data point was not included in the con-
tinuum extrapolations but happens to lie on the fitted
curve.
For the p4 action the cuto! e!ects at order 1/N4

! and
higher seem to be very small, and the dominant cuto! ef-
fects are proportional to 1/N2

! with a positive coe"cient.
For the HISQ action, there is no indication for such a
term in the data, and if it is put in the Ansatz for the ex-
trapolations, the corresponding coe"cient turns out to be
negative. The cuto! dependence, thus, is well described
by the free theory modified by a multiplicative factor.
The continuum extrapolated values for !q

2 obtained us-

T [MeV] !l
2 !s

2

225 0.8768(85) 0.7585(81)

250 0.8968(60) 0.8137(55)

275 0.9156(44) 0.8568(48)

300 0.9230(38) 0.8807(44)

325 0.9263(40) 0.8939(49)

350 0.9352(44) 0.9098(59)

375 0.9393(46) 0.9176(56)

400 0.9406(47) 0.9222(60)

450 0.9428(52) 0.9303(44)

500 0.9440(43) 0.9344(37)

550 0.9452(39) 0.9379(35)

600 0.9462(36) 0.9407(36)

650 0.9472(35) 0.9430(38)

700 0.9484(34) 0.9451(40)

750 0.9497(35) 0.9474(39)

800 0.9511(35) 0.9497(38)

850 0.9526(37) 0.9516(38)

900 0.9539(41) 0.9538(45)

950 0.9551(47) 0.9563(58)

TABLE I: Continuum extrapolated values for the second or-
der light and strange quark number susceptibilities obtained
using HISQ action.

ing HISQ action are given in Table I. Remarkably, the
continuum extrapolated !q

2 results at high temperatures
deviate from the massless ideal gas limit only by 5%. We
also have compared our results with recent continuum ex-
trapolated results obtained by using the stout action [13].
For !s

2, our result agrees with the stout results within er-
rors up to 350 MeV. For 350 MeV < T < 400 MeV the
stout results are lower by (1.2!1.5) standard deviations.
For !l

2 our results agree with the stout results only up to
260 MeV. Above that temperature the stout results are
lower than ours by 2 standard deviations.

C. Fourth order quark number susceptibilities

As mentioned already in Sec. II, for the p4 action we
also calculated the strange and light fourth order quark
number susceptibilities for N! = 6 and 8. The calcula-
tion of the fourth order light quark number susceptibil-
ity is more demanding than the calculation of the cor-
responding strange quark number susceptibility. There-
fore, for N! = 12 we calculated the fourth order quark
number susceptibility only in the strange quark sector.
Our numerical results for !q

4 normalized by the corre-
sponding massless ideal gas (SB) value are shown in Fig.
5. The cuto! dependence of !q

4 is qualitatively the same
as for !q

2; namely, the continuum limit is approached from
above, contrary to the free theory results shown in Fig.
5 as horizontal lines. As discussed above, the di!erence
between the light and strange quark number susceptibil-

A. Bazavov et al., PRD 88 (2013) 094021

) continuum extrapolation checked 
with two different actions (p4, HISQ)

)temperature range extents to 1GeV

full: light 
open: strange
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Probing the plasma with charge fluctuations

Comparison to pQCD:
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FIG. 6: The second order quark number susceptibility (left) and fourth order quark number susceptibility (right) calculated
on the lattice and in resummed perturbation theory. For the second order quark number susceptibilities we show the results
obtained in dimensionally reduced 3d e!ective theory [29], the results of NLA calculations [23], and of three-loop HTLpt (dashed
lines) [31], corresponding to di!erent renormalization scales µ = !T, 2!T and 4!T (bottom to top). For the fourth order quark
number susceptibilities we show the results obtained in reduced 3d e!ective theory and the one-loop HTLpt [29]. The ideal
massless quark gas susceptibilities are "SB

2 = 1 and "SB
4 = 6/!2.

as well as to the uncertainty in the value of the gauge cou-
pling [29]. As mentioned in Sec. I, in the case of more
than one quark flavor, one has to distinguish between the
case where di!erent quark flavors couple to di!erent or
the same chemical potential. In the latter case there are
contributions from o! diagonal quark number suscepti-
bilities !ij

11, i != j, i = u, d, s which are absent in the
single flavor quark number susceptibilities defined in Eq.
(1).

The resummed perturbative calculations in Refs. [23,
30, 31] consider the case of three degenerate massless
quark flavors with equal chemical potential. Therefore,
the corresponding results cannot be directly compared
with our lattice calculations of !l

2. However, we also es-
timated the second order o!-diagonal quark number sus-
ceptibilities !ij

11 and find that their contribution is about
1% or less in the temperature range considered here. Fur-
thermore, since !ij

11
has very large statistical errors and

is only marginally di!erent from zero, its inclusion would
not change the comparison of our lattice data and the re-
sults of the resummed perturbative calculations. There-
fore, in Fig. 6 we also compare our results with resummed
perturbative calculations in so-called next-to-leading log
approximation (NLA) [23] shown as the blue band and
to the three-loop hard thermal loop perturbation theory
(HTLpt) [31]. The width of the blue band reflects the
scale uncertainties of the NLA calculations and corre-
sponds to the variation of the renormalization scale from
µ = "T to µ = 4"T . The dashed lines shown in Fig. 6
correspond to the 3-loop HTLpt results for the renormal-
ization scale µ = "T, 2"T and 4"T .

As one can see from Fig. 6, the resummed perturba-
tive calculation based on the dimensionally reduced e!ec-
tive theory reproduces the lattice results reasonably well,
while the calculation performed in NLA approximation is

above the lattice data by a few percent. The three-loop
HTLpt results also agree with the lattice results, given
their quite large scale uncertainty. Note, however, that
the one-loop HTLpt results of Refs. [29, 30] are below
the lattice data. Furthermore, the calculations of Ref.
[30] consider the case of three degenerate quarks with
equal chemical potential, while Ref. [29] considers single
flavor quark number susceptibilities. However, both cal-
culations yield very similar results. This further justifies
the comparison of our lattice results with the results of
Refs. [23, 31].

The comparison of the lattice and weak coupling re-
sults for the fourth order quark number susceptibility
normalized to the Stefan-Boltzmann limit is also shown
in Fig. 6. Unlike for the second order quark number sus-
ceptibilities the contribution from the o!-diagonal terms
is significant. Here we only show the comparison of the
lattice results for !s

4 with resummed calculations within
the e!ective 3d theory and LO HTLpt calculations from
Ref. [29] that considers single flavor quark number sus-
ceptibilities. The width of the bands again correspond
to the scale uncertainty of the perturbative calculations.
For the calculations within the dimensionally reduced ef-
fective theory, the uncertainty band was estimated in the
same manner as for the second order susceptibility (see
above). The uncertainty of the LO HTLpt calculations
of Ref. [29] comes from the scale uncertainty as well as
the uncertainty of the gauge coupling. Using the lat-
tice data for !s

4 for the comparison with the perturba-
tive results is justified as the e!ects of the non-vanishing
strange quark mass are smaller than current errors in
lattice calculations. Within errors the N! = 8 and 12
lattice results for !s

4 are compatible with the perturba-
tive calculations. However, as already discussed in the
previous section, for temperatures below 400 MeV there

A. Bazavov et al., PRD 88 (2013) 094021

) find good agreement with dimensional reduced 3d pert. theory 
by                                                      , down to S. Mogliacci et al., JHEP 1312 (2013) 055
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Spacial correlations of charmonia

20

Spatial correlations of charmoniaSpatial correlations of charmonia

closed charm states cannot be probed 
using quantum number correlations

spatial (screening) correlation functions 
of charmonia

z → 

C (z , T)=∫
0

∞
2 d ω
ω ∫

−∞

∞

dpz e
izpz ρ (ω , pz , T)

C ( τ , T)=∫
0

∞
d ω
2 π

ρ(ω , 0, T)
cosh [ω (τ−1/2T)]

sinh (ω/2T)

in contrast to the usual 
temporal correlation 
function

spatial correlation function:

 is not limited to the physical distance of 1/T
 transport-type zero mode contribution to the spectral function 

 does not lead to a non-decaying constant at large distances and
 only generates a contact term

 the kernel is T independent → direct comparison with T=0 
                                                  correlation function possible

When does charmonia melt ?

•hidden charm can not be probed by conserved 
charge fluctuations

Y(1S) melting at the FCC!

FCC Kick-off, Geneva, 14.02.14                                   Andrea Dainese! 26!

Digal,Petrecki,Satz  PRD64(2001) 
confirmed by recent calculations, e.g. 
Miao, Mócsy, Petreczky, NPA (2011)  
 ~350 MeV 

!  Sequential quarkonium melting 
(according to binding energy), one of 
the most direct probes of 
deconfinement 

!  Indication of sequential melting at 
LHC, but… 

!  Y(1S) RAA~0.5: consistent with 
suppression of higher states only 

!  Y(1S) expected to melt at ~350 MeV 

 
#  May not melt at LHC 
#  Full quarkonium melting at FCC 
 

•indication of sequential melting at LHC, one 
of the most direct probes of deconfinement

) analyze spatial (screening) correlation function 
of charmonium, as they also contain information 
on the temperature dependence of the spectral 
function 

Advantages:

)
•distance not limited to 1/T
•exponential decaying at large z
•kernel T independent direct comparison with C(z, T = 0)
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Spacial correlations of charmonia

The 1S charmonia states
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1S charmonia1S charmonia

ηc

J /Ψ

comparison of T=/= & T=0
spatial correlation functions
provide direct signatures for 
significant thermal modifications

1S charmonium states are
significantly modified for

T≳175 MeV

Yu Maezawa et.al., Lattice 2013
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•comparison of               and              spatial correlation functions provide direct 
signatures for significant thermal modifications 

T 6= 0 T = 0

Y. Maezawa, Lattice 2013

) 1S charmonia states significantly modified at 
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charmonium states for

Spacial correlations of charmonia

The 1P charmonia states
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1P charmonia1P charmonia

χc
1

χc0

T≳175 MeV

similar significant thermal 
modifications of the 1P 
charmonium states for

•comparison of               and              spatial correlation functions provide direct 
signatures for significant thermal modifications 

T 6= 0 T = 0

Y. Maezawa, Lattice 2013

T & 175 MeV) 1P charmonia states significantly modified at 
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Spacial correlations of charmonia

Screening masses

Meson screening masses at finite temperature with Highly Improved Staggered Quarks Yu Maezawa
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Figure 1: Ratios of the screening masses to the corresponding zero temperature masses for the  ss (top-left),
 sc (top-right) and  cc (bottom) sectors.

opposite parities, at large distances the lattice correlator can be parametrized as

C(z) = ANO cosh
!

M!

"

z!
Nz
2

#$

! (!1)zAO cosh
!

M+

"

z!
Nz
2

#$

, (2.2)

where the first (second) term in the right-hand-side characterizes a non-oscillating (oscillating)
contribution governed by a negative (positive) parity state. Since at non-zero temperatures the ro-
tational symmetry of the spatial correlations functions reduces to O(2)" Z(2), the vector meson
states must be decomposed into transverse and longitudinal components. Here we only focus on
the meson screening masses in the pseudo-scalar (PS!) and vector-transverse (V!) channels with
the negative parity, defined by (Γ,φ) = (γ5,1) and (γ1,2,(!1)x and (!1)y), respectively. At zero
temperature, these correspond to (PS!, V!) = (η  ss, φ), (Ds, D#

s ), (ηc, J/ψ) for the  ss,  sc and
 cc, respectively, where η  ss is an unphysical state with the mass Mη  ss =

%

2M2
K!M2

π . We investi-
gate thermal properties of these states by studying temperature dependence of the corresponding
screening masses using both periodic and anti-periodic temporal boundary conditions for the va-
lence quarks.

3. Results

We have calculated the spatial meson correlators for the  ss,  sc and  cc flavor combinations and

4

•Tick: introduce Periodic and Anti-
Periodic boundary conditions. 

) screening mass independent on 
boundary conditions as long as 
mesonic bound state exist

•for low T screening mass equals pole 
mass 

T & 175 MeV) significantly modifications and possible dissolution of 
charmonium states for  

Y. Maezawa, Lattice 2013
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Summary

•influence of the charm on the EoS might be as low as (1-2)%

T & 1.1Tc

•no open charm (and strange) hadrons for              , charmonia significantly 
modified for 

T & Tc

•strange and charm DoF are well described by hadronic resonances having their 
vacuum masses for  T . Tc

•evidence for contribution from experimental so far unobserved charmed 
baryons to the pressure

•sDoF and cDoF remain strongly interacting for Tc . T . 2Tc

T & 2Tc

•sDoF and cDoF appear consistent with weakly interacting quasi-quarks for 


